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T he study by Chiu et al.1 comparing BMI trajectories
between diabetics and non-diabetics is particularly rele-

vant to Asia. The incidence of diabetes is increasing alarming-
ly throughout the continent. Genetic differences combined
with recent changes in dietary habits in these nations have
caused an epidemic of diabetes.2

Type 2 diabetes is notoriously Bsilent.^Many patients will not
develop overt symptoms until they develop complications, which
might be too late. In one study, approximately 20 % of diabetics
in South Asian countries did not know they had diabetes.3

This study found that the baseline weight of Asians who
develop diabetes is significantly higher than that of those who
do not, and the amount of weight gained is greater. The
strength of the study lies in the long follow-up before the
diagnosis of diabetes and comparison with those who did not
develop diabetes. Interestingly, they noted a drop in weight
∼6.5 years before diagnosis, a finding never previously report-
ed. The biological basis for this is uncertain. The authors cite
the lack of availability of glucose as fuel, prompting the tissues
to break down muscle cells for gluconeogenesis; its occur-
rence 6.5 years before diagnosis makes this somewhat of a
stretch. A prospective study of 1553 Japanese non-diabetic
men, followed annually for 10 years by anthropometric and
laboratory tests, did not show any significant weight loss in

those who developed diabetes after 10 years.4 It is hard to
know whether this is a real finding or a statistical anomaly.
Moreover, the amount of weight loss noted, about 1.25 kg, is
not very noticeable in someone with an increased BMI. Hence,
practical implications of this finding are limited by the mini-
mal weight change. Nevertheless, the study lays the ground-
work for future trials to investigate its clinical relevance and
the biological basis of this weight loss specifically in the
middle-aged Asian population.
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